
Hackathon Idea: Competition mode in ABC MySports App with ABC SportsWatch. 

Executive Summary:  
ABC has hit the road with their sports watch, It has been keen revenue generator in the past year with 
sales of 5, 00, 000 watches. ABC MySports App allows sports watch users to instantly access their 
fitness data on the go via pairing by Bluetooth.  

The idea centers on introducing the gamification element by having a competition mode in the sports 

watch via the MySports App. This mode could allow real-time comparison of fitness data between 

users (You could compete with your buddy ☺ ). The challenges could be time based, distance based, 
real-time, could allow you to compete with someone who is geographically apart or in different time 
zone. Could contain features to challenge and schedule the competition. This would add gamification 
element into the solution and would help increase the user engagement. 

 
Primary Users:  
Owners of the ABC SportsWatch 
 
Secondary Users:  
Physician/Health advisor 
 
Usage Scenarios: 

a) Competitive fitness/workout sessions 
b) Gaming for interactive team workouts 
c) Virtual real-time athletic competition. 

 

Requirements: 

a) Option to invite a friend/buddy into competition through social media / messaging 
b) Option to schedule a competition with my buddy, competition could be time based, distance 

based or hybrid. 
c) Give notifications/reminders on the scheduled competitions. 
d) Provide a visual & audio guidance to monitor the progress of the competition being 

participated in. 
e) Provide a comparative analysis of fitness data and results. 
f) Easy mechanism to import/export and analyze fitness data in different formats like 

.FIT/.TCX/.GPX/.KLM 
g) Simple and secured mechanism to share the data with friends. 
h) Provide mechanism to store data sets of fitness data belonging to different people across 

different categories of activities or data elements. Few examples include, distance covered in 
given time, calories burnt, heart rate variations etc. 

i) Easy to publish/share the data on social media. 

*Any Bluetooth enabled smartphone could be used to emulate smartwatch functionality for 
development and demonstration purposes. 



 


